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OBAP..rER I 
IITRODUCTIOH AHD SfATEMEBT JF PROBLEH 
The psyohogalvanIc reflex (Nil) has had a long and 
varied history. The phenom.enon has been inv.stigated by means of 
difterent te~ques and a variety of instruments. Many types ot 
stimuli have been emplo,ed to evoke the response troll. a great 
variety ot .ubjeots. !he phenomenon has been em.plo,ea in studies 
of suoh diverse top1cs as 11e deteotion, advertising, speech de-
tects, m.ental disorders, and the oondit1oned reflex. The phenom.-
enon haa been ohristened and re-christened. And, of oourse, man1 
interpretations have been advanced regarding the underlying 
physiologioal meohanisms involved and the psychologioal signifi-
cance ot the phenomenon (20,31). 
Although the phenomenon ot static eleotx-ioit7 in the 
human body had long been recognised, it was not until 1888 that 
a sex-ious investigation of the electrIcal phenomenon ot the body 
waa begun by Pere' (31). A ttachillg two electrodes to the tore-
arm of a subjeot and oonnecting the.e in sex-ies nth a galvan-
ometer, Pere' pas •• d a weak electrical ourrent through the sub. 
jeot. Following the presentation ot a variety ot stimuli (sounds, 
odors, oolora) Fere' noted the moment arT detlections in the gal-
l 
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. 
vanic readings. Such detlectlon. Fere' attributed to static 
electrlcitJ· D'Ar.onval, the pbJ.ioi.t, quickly polnted out tbe 
inadequacy ot such an explanation however, emphaslzing also the 
importance ot the aweat glands 1n such galvanic reactions. 
In 1890 farohanot! discovered tbat such momentary de-
tleotlons ot the galvanometer needle could be obtained without 
the application ot an external source of current. In other words 
when the electrodes were attached to 'wo areas ot the skin, the 
galvanometer recorded a ditterenoe In electrical potential. When 
an external ourrent was applied 1n order to restore the galvan-
ometer needle to Its normal resting positlon, or even When no 
external ourrent was app11ed, momentary detlections ot the needle 
were obtained b1 the presentation of .enaorJ stimuli. 
Becauae Pere' _p10,.e4 an external eleotrical current 
and !arohanott did not (or only app11ed a ourrent sufficient to 
restore the normal balance ot the galvanometer), it has been 
common practioe to speak ot the "Pere' phenomenon" and the "'lar-
chanoff phenomenon". In v1ew of the tact that it 1s generally 
accepted that both phenomena probably have the same underlying 
physiological meehaniam.a(20), and because the 'ere' method has 
certain inherent advantas •• over the !arChanoft method (31), the 
vast maJor1ty of PGR inve.tigationa have employed tne tormer. So 
it ia with the present .tudy. 
Aa indicated earlier, the psychogalvanic retlex haa 
3 
. 
been known b, d1tterent nam... !he moat commonly employed terms 
today are PGR, GSR (galvanic skin respOD.e), and EDR (electroderma 
I 
respon.e). Although all three ter.s shall be u.ed In this dis-
cu.slon, the term "PGR" is preferred and shall 'be employed wher-
ever possible. 
Another imp.nant differenoe In PG~ terminology Is the 
use of ft re.lstanoe" and "resistanoe ohanges", "oonduotanoeft and 
II oonduotance changes". Sf employing the :rere t method of measure-
ment it is poaaible to determine the basic resistance ot the indi-
vidual, as well as the momentary ohange in reslstance (the PGR). 
In other words, the rel.t1v81, constant phfsiolog1cal state of the 
person __ , be measured 1n the ohms resistance of the 'bod1 to the 
passage of a weak current of electr1city_ Upon presentation ot a 
stlmulus, the Chaage In the level of re.istance i. recorded. !hua. 
the PGR ma, be determined by- computing tbe ditterenoe between 11 
and RZ. where Hl i. the ohms resistance prior to stimulation and 
HZ 1s the ohms resistance following stImulation. 
The same measurements ma, also be expressed in terms of 
condUctance and oonductance ohange, the term conductance signify-
ing the degree to which the body transmits an externallr applied 
electrical ourrent. Mathematically. t~e conductance ya1ue is 
simply the reoiprocal of the resistance value. Hence, the basic 
conductance (the value prlor to stimulation) is i
l
• !he conduct-
ance change is computed by the formula 12 - i
1
• Por reason. 
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which will be discussed In Chapter !hree. the US8 of the terma 
conductanee and conductance Change 18 generally prererable to re-
sistance and resistance change. Wherever possible, therefore, 
these terms ahall be employed in the current dlsc~sslon. 
One last point concerning PGR recording should be noted 
here. It is possible to determine two tJ.Pes of conductance change I 
in an individual: relatively slow or gradnal changes in either 
directIon, and momentarr rapid changes, alwa,s In the same direo-
tlon. The former tT,Pe of changes are frequentI1 considered as 
alterations In the ,eneral level of ph,siological functioning. 
!he latter type of change., becau.e ~., are unidirectional and of 
brier duratIon, ma, be considered as tranSitory state. of ph,sio-
logical imbalance (:31). It Is to these momentary changes that the 
term PGR Is applied and, unless otherwise indicated, it i8 to .aoh 
changes that the present paper will be lImited. 
Statement of the Problem. 
At the verr begInning of this paper it was pointed out 
that the POR haa b.en emplerea 11'1 studie. ot mental disorders and 
the condltioned reflex. In recent 7ears a number of investiga-
tlons have oomblned the.. two areas of research. That Is to sa,., 
studies have been conducted on aon41tIoning ~. PGR in mentall,. 
dieturbed subjects. Although the •• atudi •• ahall be considered ln 
greater d.tal1 in the next Chapter, it should be pointed out her~ 
that the7 have Ind1cated that the rate of condItioning the PGR Is 
S 
related to 'the degree of anxiety tound in the aub jects. Such 
studies, however. have been concerned only with the presence or 
absence of the PGR response upon presentation of the oonditioned 
stimulus, they have not been concerned with the magnitude of the 
response elicited. 
!he magnitude of the PGR response, however, is known to 
be influenced by a variety of faotors: type ot appa.ratus, type and 
placement of electrodes, amount ot current, age ot subjects, type 
of stimulus presented to the subject, and so on, The general prob ... 
lem for this investigation, therefore, is the relationship between 
the magnitude ot PGR responses and anxiety_ That is to say, is 
PGR functioning related to anxiety, sUCh as might be experienced 
in a threatening situation? 
IIlP.2~ht.ls • 
From this general discussion of the problem we may now 
turn to a more tormal presentation of the h1Pothesis of the present 
investigation. Actually, the hJpothesis is two.;f'old, the second 
halt dependIng upon the first. It is suggested that the PGR re-
sponses ot subjects in a mild17 threatening situation will dIffer 
from tho •• ot subjects net threate"d. the introduction of threat 
will attect the PGHresponse. of SUbjects. Should this portion of 
the h1,Pothesia be supported b7 the experimental data, it is further 
suggested that the degree to which PGR responses are affected b7 
the threat situation will be related to tne verbally expressed con-
6 
cern that one has tor his bodIly well being. In other word.s, the 
more concerned one is for his well being, the more bis PGR responsEs 
will be affected in 8 threatening situation. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF REtA TED LITERA'l'URE 
Of the many types of stimuli employed to elicit PGR ~e­
spon.e. one of the most frequently used is association words. In 
1901. for example, Peterson and lung (23) verbally presented a 
list ot words to a group ot subjects. Oomparing the mean magni-
tude of PaR response. for eaCh ot the stimuli, the authors oonolud· 
ed that the psyChogalvanic reflex const1tuted a good indicator ot 
the emotional tone ot words. That 1s, ~e more emotion evoking a 
word i8, the greater is the PGR react10n to hearing the word. 
Smith (25) and Jones and Wechsler (13) also sought to establish a 
hieraohy of emotionally toned stimulus words, employing a list of 
one hundred stimull. Such studie. assumed, at course, that the 
intensity of emotions ma7 be mea8ured h7 the magnitude of PGR re .... 
sponses--an assumption that has been seriously questioned by more 
recent investigators (31). 
Di8regarding such an as.wmption, other investigators 
have employed lists of stimulus words in studying a variety of 
problems. The mean PGR response to a list of twelve stimulus 
words was used by Haggard, tor example, in comparing the general 
level of PGR responslv1 t,. at various age grou.ps (10). 
1 
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In another study, a list of stimulus worda was used in 
an attempt to difterentiate varioua personality protiles. On the 
baals of FOR reaponses given b1 one·hundred normal subjects to a 
list ot twenty-tour worda, Hsli obaerved difterent "patterns" ot 
response.. Isolating those stimuli which elicited the largest re-
spons •• , he reported finding tive difterent "clusters" of stimulus 
words. Thus, one group ot subjects responded most to one •• t ot 
vOri8, a second group of subjecta to another set ot words, and 80 
on. Analyzing the words comprising each cluster, Bau concluded 
that the PaR had ditterentiated tive personality profiles. two 
tT,P.' ot aggr •• alve per.onall~y, two tJPes of submissive, and one 
mixed tn. (12). 
In the atudJ by Haggard the influence of age was deter-
mined b1 comparing the mean PaR response ot each age group to the 
entIre lIst ot stimulus words. That is to say, the levels of re-
apoDllvltr to the total stimulus sItuation were compared tor the 
variaua age groups. In the stadT by Hsi, the pattern ot responses 
waa studIed. In other worda, the over-all PGR respoD.lvli, was 
not considered, but rather tho.. .tImuli which evoked the great •• t 
reaction was the point of interest. Both of these approaohes, to· 
gether with. comparlson ot variances ot the PGR responses, were 
used by Herr and Kobler In ths analysis ot their data (11). Em· 
ploying 8 l1.t of sixteen "emotionalft and sixteen "neutral" words, 
twenty pa'ients diagnosed as neurotie and twenty normal subjects 
were teated. !he authors reported that the slze of the ps"cho-
9 
galvanio re.ponses of' the neurotio group was not slgnlficant11 
d1fterent trom that of the normal group. !he varianoe. in the two 
group., however, were signlflcantl, dlfterent. Moreover, the pat-
terns ot responses were ditterent for the two groupsi the normal 
group gave the largest respon.e. to one set of stlmuli, the patleni 
group respondlng moat to a .econd set. 
In the present stud,. a list ot twenty stimulus words was 
employed, the warda being taken trom the longer 11st employed by 
Hen and Kobler. The analysis of' the data, found in Chapter Pour, 
also .tallows the approach utIlIzed by those authors. response to 
the total situation with respect to both means and variances, and 
the pattern ot Jte.ponae to the components of the total situatlon 
(l.e., the indlvidual .tImulua words). 
In add1tlon to assoclatlon words, outaneous ,ain and the 
threat of paln have been employed as stimuli in PGR investlgations 
Paintal, for example, administered a taradie electric shock to a 
group of 450 normal subjects and a group ot 450 psychlatric pa-
tients (22). He reported no 8ignU'icant differenoe between the 
mean responses of the two groups, concluding therefore that the 
psychiatr1c group was not pbJsiologieally impaired with renpect to 
their abilit1 to give psychogalvanic reactions. Paintal also in-
structed his .ubjects that they were to receive a second shock, 
measuring their PGR responses to the threat. In comparing the 
mean responses of the two groups, he found that t&e patients gave 
significantl!' smaller PGR re8ponses than did the normal subjects. 
10 
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Paintal theretore conoluded that the mental11 disturbed subJeots 
were not so aware ot signifioanoe of the threat instruotions aa 
were the normal subjeots. 
Malmo, Shagass. and Dav!. obtained much the oPP08ite re-
sult in their i.nveatigation (18). Emploring ten normal subjects 
and ten patients diagnosed as "anxiou", the,.. reported .maller PGR 
reactions to "heno-pain tor the anxious subjeots than for the 
nOl"DUll subjeots. Moreover. the patients responded with larger PGR 
deflections than did the normal .Ubjects to the threat ot pain. 
This apparent oontradiction between the findings ot Paintal and 
Malmo quite p08sibly is due to the nature of the disorders sutter-
ed 07 the patient groups. in the former case, the patient group 
oonaisted of person. diagnosed as pSJohotic, in the latter oase. 
the patient group consisted or psyohiatric patients manitesting a 
marked degree of anxiety. UndOUbtedly some of the patients emplo,.." 
ed by Painta1 might have been diagnosed as "anxlotu", but just 
what percentage is not known. 
In the studies b7 Paintal, Malmo, and others J the PGR . 
response to pain or to the direct threat of pain has been investi-
gated. Although the pre.ent study utilize. the threat of cutane-
ous pain, it differs trom the preceding experiments in that no 
effort was made to measure the immediate response to the threat. 
Rather, as indicated in further detail in Chapter Three, the over-
all effect ot a threatening situation was investigated. In other 
worda. are PaR response. to the stimulus words affected by the 
11 
introductlon 01' a generally threatening situation? 
The study by Malmo, Shaga.s, and Davls bears upon the 
present investigatIon in another way_ AI previously indioated, 
thelr study was on the ettect ot threat on "anxious" patients. A 
number ot other studies have been concerned with the relationship 
between anxiety atat •• and physiological functioning. Malmo and 
Shaga •• , tor example, investIgated the physiological functioning 
ot persona threatened with pain (19). Employing seventy-flve pSY'-
cbiatric patients and eleven normal subjects, a number ot physio-
logical processes were examined in the ~eat situation. The pa-
tients were divided into thre. groups, the groupings being made on 
the basi8 of p.ychiatric diagnosis ot the severiiJ ot the anxiet, 
state. Ill"hoUgh the difference. between the PGR responses or the 
clinical group. generall, tell mort of statistical significance .. 
the authors were led to conclude that "in general, severit, of 
anxietr appeared to be related to degree of physiologic disturb-
ance." 
In another studr ot the relationShip between anxiety and 
PGR functioning, Wlanner employed eleven neurotic patients, all 
manite.ting marked anxiety, and ten normal subjects C)O}. In oom-
paring the PGR response. ot the two groups to a variety of stimuli 
(verball1 presented questions and sensory stimulation), Wishner 
found that the anxious subjects responded with larger galvanic re-
actions than the normal group. 
A number ot invest a ... 
12 
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ship between anxiety and the rate of conditioning the PGR to ver-
bal stimuli. Welch and Kubis, for example, investigated the rate 
at Which a conditioned retlex could oe established 1n normal per-
sons and 1n patients diagnosed as "anxious" (28). Employing 
twenty-two no~al subjects and twenty-tour patients, they reported 
that a conditioned PGR response was established with signitioantly 
less trials in the anxioWII gl'OUP than in the normal gI'OUp. More-
over, the anxious subjects resisted experimental extinction ot the 
conditioned retlex longer than did ~e normal group. 
In another study b,. the same authors, eighty-two normal 
subjects and titty-one "anxious" su.bjects were employed. AgaIn 
the patient group manifested the conditioned reflex more rapidly 
than the normal group. Furthermore, when the patients were divid-
ed into two groups on the basi. of the psychiatrIc diagnosis of 
degree of anxiety, it was tound that the rate of oonditioning 
agreed with the diagnosis 9l~ of the time. Once again, it may be 
concluded that psychogalvanic functioning is related to "anxiety" 
states (29) 11 
The study by Bitterman and Holtzman further supports 
this conclusion (2). Employing normal subjects in an experimental-
ly induced "stress" situation, the authors reported that the sub-
jects who manifested the greatest amount of "anxiety" also showed 
the fastest rate of conditioning. 
Somewhat conflioting results, however, were obtained by 
Lae~,- Smith, and Green (16)" Forty association words were pre-
1.3 
sented to each of forty-two su.bjects. One word was given six 
times, eaen time being succeeded by electric shock. The autho~s 
found that aubjeets classified as anxious (using Ta:rlor's seale ot 
Manifest Anxiety) established a conditioned response more slowly 
than subjects oiassified as having little anxiety. Oonsequently, 
the authors oonelUded (16, p. 216): 
the chronic anxiety level of the subject may be related 
to the ease of acqQialtlon and spread ot anxiety_ Low 
anxiety subjects eondition better but gene~allze less. 
This implies more accurate discrimination and appropri-
ateness ot response in low anxiety subjects. 
Although the results of this last investigation apparent-
ly contradict the studies b:r Welch and Kubis, and Bitterman and 
Holtzman, the general conclusion remains tha' PGR t'urlotioning is 
related to anxiety_ !hus, Lacer, Smith, and Green were led to con-
clude (16, p. 215): "The human organism, too, seems extremely sen-
sitive to danger even in the slight degree employed in our experi-
ments. We are anx1ety ... prone. n 
Units of PGR Measurement. 
One tinal line of investigation must be considered. It 
the magnitude ot 1GB responses is to be measured, rather than sim-
ply the appearance veraua the non-appearance ot the respons., it 
is nec.ssar,r that an ad.quat.unit ot measurement be employed. In 
the early years ot PGR researCh it was customary either to measure 
the magnitude ot une deflection of the galvanometer needle, usually 
~n terms ot millimeters, or to measure the response in terms of 
14 
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ohms change in resistance. It has been demonstrated repeatedl" 
however, that such units of measurement are inadequate (9). In 
the first place, such indices fail to account for the basic level 
of organismic activity_ In other words, a one-thousand ohm re-
sponse at a basic resistance level ot 10,000 ohms does not have 
the same significance as a one-thousand ohm response at a baaic 
resi.tance level ot 50,000 ohms (8). !he same, ot course, is true 
ot measurements made 1n term. ot millimeters deflection. In other 
words, the magnitude ot PaR responses in term. ot ohms resi.tanoe 
change or millimeters det1eetion is related to the basic resistanc. 
level ot the subject. fbis relationship, however, 1s not linear: 
increa.e. in the basic re.istance level are not accompanied by 
proportional Inorea.e. in the ohms det1ections (8). 
Not only are these .nits In~dequate because ot their re-
lation to the basic level of reSistance, they also lack the char-
acteristics necessary tor more refined statistical technIques. 
Becauae ot theae deticiencl •• , man1 t7P8S ot transtormatlon unit. 
have been propoled. 
In 1934 Darrow suggested that PGR measurements be ex-
pres.ed in term. ot conductance changes (4). Thus, the measuremen1 
ot the reapon.e utl1iza. 8o •• what the measure ot ballc bodil1 
activity_ It should b. noted that the particular advantage ot the 
Pere' method ot recording over the 'archanott metnod is that the 
former 1ields th!. index otgeneral bodil, activity (31). Althoug} 
expresaion of POR reaponses in terms of conductance cha~e .~arA 
15 
to be an improvement over "ohma drop", the magnltQde of reapons.s 
are still related to the original conductance level of the subject 
(5). 
InasmuCh as many psychological measurements mal best be 
expressed in terms of logarithmio unit., Darrow later suggested 
that PGR response. be expre.aed as change. in log conductance (5). 
fhat ls to sal, Instead of oomputing the PGR reapon.e b1 the simplt 
f'ol"DNla of' 02 minus 01' Darrow sugge.ted the tormula log 02 minus 
log 01 (where 01 is the c·onductance value prior to stimulation and 
02 is the conductance val •• following stimulation). In 1945 Rag-
gard subjected these two tormulas, .s well aa the "ohms drop" 
method, to statistical evaluation (8). ae concluded that the log 
conductance unit wal the most independent ot the basic conductance 
leVel, but that it stlll was inadequate' 1t tended to campenaat. 
for the higher basic conductance levels but not tor \he lower onea. 
17 computing tbe logarithmic value of each ohma drop Haggard found 
that a linear relation did exiat between the magnitude of reaponse 
and the basic reaistance level. Moreover, If a oonstant were addee 
to each reaponse value and the aum was tben divided by the basic 
reaistanoe level, the resulting soares were independent ot the 
basto realstance le.ell. Haggard therefore oonoluded that this 
new unit ot measurement was superior to any of tho.e ourrently in 
u ••• 
Herr and Kobler also found the Haggard method of' trans-
formation adequate for their data (11). Laoe,. (14) and Lacey and 
16 
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Siegel (15), however, a~rived at the oPPosite conclusion when they 
applied Haggard's formula to their dat&. Moreover, they concluded 
that either conductance change or log conductance change was ac-
ceptable. Schlossberg and stanley likewise came to the conclusion 
that the conductance change method was basically satisfactory (24) 
'hey suggested, however, that the change in the square roots of 
the conductances was atill better, havIng greater normalcy ot dis-
tribution. !hUB, WoodwGrth and Schlossberg were led to conclude 
( 31 , p • 140): 
Oonductance would seem to be adequate tor most purposes, 
but the square root conversion might be advisable when-
ever elaborate statistical treatment is based on the 
assumption ot strict normality ot the distribution ot 
scores. 
One additional transformation method should be noted. 
In hi. study of POR responses to electric shock and threat ot 
shock, Paintal suggested that each response of a subject should be 
considered as a ratio to the largest response given by that sub-
ject (22). Employing thia method, however, Albrecht found that 
the distribution of 8u,ch ratio scores fa.iled to meet the criteria 
of normalcy of distribution and independence of basics (1). 
From the foregoing it 1a apparent that a. major consider-
ation in the treatment o~ PGR data is the .election of a suitable 
unit of measurement. As Woodworth and Schlossberg pointed out 
after analyzing the responses of two subjeots to electric shock 
( 31, p. 141 ): 
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Olearly the choice ot units is of the greatest import-
ance, it thi. choice can make the same basic data show 
subject A to have anywhere tram 2/3 to 30 times the 
response ot B. 
Although the pre.ent study shall not seek to evaluate 
these various transformation methods, it should be pointed out 
that a suitable unit ot measurement must be obtained barore the 
data is evaluated in term. or the problem being investigated. !be 
seleotion at suoh a unit .hall be described in the following chap-
tar. 
CHAPTER III 
STA'rEM'.ENT OF THE PROCEDURE 
Does the introduction ot a threatening situation alter 
the PGR responses of sUbjects, and is the degree ot such mod1~lca­
tion (If it exists) related to tine individual's general concern 
tor his bodily veIl-being? !hea. are tha specific problems whloh 
the current investigation seeka to answer. tn order to do so, it 
is necessary that a number of conditions be satisfled. First, 
some form ot threat must be introduced into the testing eltuatlon. 
Second, the subjects emplo18d must differ in their general concern 
for their bOd11y well-being. ~ird, there must be a satisfactory 
unit ot PaR measurement. And fourth~ the obtained data must be 
subjected to adequate statistical analysis. This chapter is de-
voted to a dlacu8s1on of the first three of these conditions, the 
statistical analysls belng explained In the following chapter. 
!be Stimulu8 Worda and the Threat Situation. 
Prom the list ot aBsoclation words emplo1ed by Herr and 
Kobler (14), twenty-six worda were aelected for the present .tudy. 
At the beginnlng ot the expertmental •••• lon, atter the PaR elec-
trode. had been attached to the subject, each .ubject was glven 
the.e instructIonal 
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I am going to read a serIes of words. As you hear eaoh 
word, gIve the first word that oomes to your mind. Don't 
tl'1 to think of any word in advance." Simply, when 10ll 
hear the word, say the first word that comes to mind. 
Do you understand1* 
The stImulus worda were then presented to the subject, the sequenCE 
ot the stimulI being unitorm tor all 8Ubjeets. Although the verbal 
reapons. to each stlmulu word W8L recorded, no attempt was made tc 
evaluate these responses. In addItion, of COUl'se, the PGR response 
to each stilTJ.\1lus word was recorded. 
The first six .timulus worda were "butter" words, given 
simply to acquaint the subject with the experImental task and to 
provide E with a rough index ot the range ot respon •• s given by 
the subject. !hts rough Index ot the range ot response. made it 
p088ible tor E to ad~st the recording instrument in the cases 01' 
subjects whose responses were exceedingly large. Hereafter, the 
"butter" worda (country, shoe, Window, bIrd, green, and table) and 
the PaR response. gIven by the subjects to these stimuli shall not 
be consIdered. 
The next .four wOl'cis constitute what shall be ternted here ... 
after aa the "pre-teat" stimuli. They serve a two-told purpose: 
first, tOl' matching Ss according to their genel'a1 level 01' respon-
sivity and, seoond, tor comparison with the reaponses given to sub-
aequent atimuli. 
The next ten stimulus worda constitute the "teat" st1mu. ... 
~ue.tion8 concerning the nature ot the experiment were 
deterred until the conolusion ot the experimental sesslon. 
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li. In the" case ot the Experimental SI. these stimuli were accom-
panied by the threat 1nstructions. In the case ot the Control Ss. 
the stimuli were presented without threat. 
'ollowing the te.t .tlmul1 six additional words were pre-
sented. these oonstitute the "post-test" stimuli and Ihall be 
used to determine whether or not the threat instructions produced 
anT lasttng changes 1n POR reapon.e.. They were given to all Ss 
in the aame mannerl without threat. 
The entire 11.t ot stimulus words is presented below, 
together with th.ir clas.tticationa. 
country 
shoe 
window 
b1rd 
green 
table 
clock 
high 
glass 
love 
tree 
s10k 
chair 
.in 
tlower 
clo •• d 
no! •• 
hospital 
sand 
aex 
bell 
afraid 
nbway 
ashamed 
white 
open 
Re.ponses measured 
but not used tor 
te.ting bJPotheaes. 
Same tor both the 
Experi.ental and 
the Control groups. 
"Pre-test" stimuli. 
U.ed tor matching 
Experimental and 
Oontrol subjects. 
"Teat" stimu11. 
For the Exper1mental 
group. these words are 
pre •• nted 1n a threat 
ai tuatlon. Por the 
Control group, the 
words are pre'ented 
wi thout threat. 
"Poat-test" stimuli. 
Presented to both 
the Experimental 
group and the control 
group without threat. 
• 
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letween the presentation of the words "sin" and "tlower" 
each subject was asked to move his tingers about 1n the electrode 
cnps in order to reduoe the degree of polarization of the elec-
trode8. !his point was selected because it 1. approximately m1dwa~ 
through the entire experimental a.saion. 
Pollowing the pre.entation of the pre-teat stimuli, the 
Control and Experimental subjects were given difterent instruc-
tions. In the cas. ot the llXp.riuntal Ss, the •• inatl'UCtions 
were intended to constitute a mildl,. threatening situation. The 
subjects were informed that there wa. a poa8ibi11t,. of experlencine 
an electric shock. It was hoped that such instructions might du-
plicate the tear some subjeots have reported previous1" the fear 
engendered merely D1 being attaChed to a somewhat complex electrI-
cal apparatus. In the ca.8 that any ot the subjects employed in 
the present investigation had ~ch a fear already, it was expected 
that tne introduction of the threat instructions would serve to 
intensity such re.lings. The instructions given to the Expertmen-
tal .abjects were .a tollowa. 
I am going to vary the amount of current passing 
through the machine during this next period. Please 
let me know it 1011 feel an,thl.ng. You may not, but 
it you do teel a shook, let me know. 
Immediately prior to these instructions an apparatus, 
hidden from view during the preliminar1 portion ot the experiment, 
was revealed and the "proper" electrical connections were made to 
the galvanometer. Aa the test stimuli were presented, one or more 
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lights tlaahed on the control board ot the newly introduced appa. 
ratus. It was hoped that .eeing the apparatus and the tlashing 
lights would reinforce the subject'. feeling ot threat. !he sub-
jects, Illoreover, were asked on .everal occasions it they had felt 
any shock, these inquirie. being made immediately prior to the 
pre. entation ot the stimulus words "sln" and "hospital". 
Instead ot receiving the "threat" instruction., the Con-
trol sUbject. were told: "Now we mn.t wait about one minute betore 
continuing." The reason tor this rest period was to matoh the 
Experimental group'. interruption in receiving the stiMulus Words. 
Pollowing the presentation of tbe test words, the appa-
ratu. emplo,ed in the ~.at sitaatioD was disconnected and re-
moved trom alght, '!be Experlmental aubjects were fu.rther instruct-
eda "How I am going to glve you some more words, but I won't be 
varring the Cllrpent J so there von t t be an, more chance ot ,our 
reeling an,thlng." 
Agaln, to oompensate tor the tlme interval, the Oontrol 
subjects were told that there would be a ahort interruption (one-
halt minute). 
At the conclusion of the experimental se •• ion, all sub-
ject. were interrogated about their attitude toward the experimen~ 
particularl, it and Wben the, were concerned about receiving &hoeL 
Selection at Subject •• 
Inasmuch as a portion of the present study considers the 
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relationship between one'. response to a threatening situation and 
hIs general level of concern tor hl. phYSical well-being, it was 
necessary to obtain a suitable criterion ot thi. level ot concern. 
Several methods ot selectlng lubjects with varying degrees ot anx-
iet1 have b.en utili.ed 1n previous investigations. Welch and 
Kubis (29). Malmo, Shagaas, and Davia (19), tor example, employed 
clinical diagnosis in determining the degree of anxiety present in 
their subjects. Taylor, on the other hand, oonstruoted a scale of 
manifest anxiety, employing items trom the Minnesota Multiphaeio 
Peraonalit, Inventory (26). Sixt, ... ti",e items were seleoted 'by a 
group ot judg.s a. indicative of generalized anxiety and, together 
.w1 th 1.35 neutral items, inoorporated in the new soale. Using thOS4 
subjects ~o •• aoor •• tell toward the extremes of a sample popula-
tlon ot 325 college students, Taylor .ought to determine the re-
lationship between anx1et, and the rate ot condltionIng the .,elid 
retlex. 
In 195.3 faylor revised her orlginal scale to inolude 
only titty critical It ... plus 11$ neutral items (27). fbi. scale 
was utilIzed b1 Bitterman and Knitfin in their investigation of 
"perceptual detense" (3). Aa In ~a110rfl original studT, the au-
thors lel.oted subjects whose scorel indicated either "high-
anx1,et," or Iflow-gnxlet,". 
!he p~o •• nt Inv.st1ga~ion 11kewise sought to meaBUr. 
anxiet" but anxiety aa spec1ficall, related to the concern the 
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individual manitests tor his bodily well-being. On the assumption 
that such "ooncern" tor bodily welfare would be revealed by the 
number ot complaints that the individual makes regarding his health 
a scale was constructed. Aa in Taylor's study, items were selected 
from the MMPI by a group ot judges. Those items on which all three 
judge. agreed were inoorporated into the new scale. Fifty-seven 
items were included. On pages 57-58 of the Appendix these i tams 
are listed. 
The MMPI answer sheets of 215 male college Freshmen at 
Loyola University, Chicago, were scored with the new scale. The 
mean score ot this group was 7.1, the standard deviation being 3.4. 
From the original group of 215 students forty-five were selected 
as subjects tor the expertment proper. Ten Ss had scores one sigma 
or more above the mean ot the original population. Ten Ss had 
scores one sigma or more below the mean. The remaining twenty-tive 
S. had soore. at or within one point ot the mean score (scores of 
6,7,and 8). This group vaa then divided, ten subjects being as-
signed to the Experimental group and tifteen subjects being assign-
ed to the Control group. Thus, tour groups of subject., were cho.ell 
tor the investigation, representing three levelS ot "conoern tor 
bodily well-b.ing~: high, middle, and low. 
PGR Measurement. 
The apparatus used in the present study was the same as 
that employed by Herr and Kobler (11). Inasmuch as the apparatus 
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was a "olo.ed" bridge type of galvanometer, the amount of current 
pas.lng through all subjects, when balanced, was constant. the 
amount ot oUl"rent was 160 microampere.. Readings of perchos.lvan! 
re.pona.. were made vlsual11t the 11ght reflected trom the moving 
col1 ot the salvanometer was projected onto a calibrated scale im .... 
mediate11 ln tront of the experimenter. Deflections as great as 
2100 ohms eould be read from the scale 1n units of five ohms. Br 
recording the machine •• tting and the detlectlon trom the "balance 
position ot the galvanometer, lt was possible to compute the baslc 
reslstance of ~. subject and the ohm. dPop ln response to stlmula 
tlon. The electrod •• conststed of two amall cups tilled witb • 
0.1 percent s.11ne solutIon, the ,eoond and tourth tinger. of the 
8ubjeet t • right hand being ~~.ra.d 1n tbe solution. 
A. la.41 •• te4 1n Chapter !Wo, • _.101' problem ln PGB In-
ve.ttgatlon I. the .el.etloA ot an adequate unit of meaaure.ent. 
Emplorins the data oolle.ted in thl. atutl,.. a ftumber ot un! ta weP. 
tentattvelf adopted. Ibe.e werea obma drop, change 1n log pellat-
anos, oha.nge in coa4\lotance, ohanse In log conc!uctaaos, change 1n 
oOM\tCtaace patio. and 'bb.e ,quare %'Oot o~chal'lg. 1n conduetance 
rat10. !he tiP,t 11ve of the •• unit, Were consideped lnadequate 
.for the purpo.e. of ~is paper. The tlp,t two (ohma dPop and 
change In log re.latanoe) 01ear1, tailed to .. et the r.,u!pement 0 
1M.pendenoe ot billie r •• t.tano. level. Although chaqe 1n con-
duotance, wllge In log oOIldu.etanee, and ohang8 1n conduct_ce nt 
• 
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tribution (as did, also, the first two units of measurement). 
The last mentioned transformation method appears to have 
met the requisites of norm.lcr and independence. Measurements were 
computed •• follow., Joa 0
1
01 x 100,000. !his unit of measurement 
is not to be contused With that suggested D, Schlossberg (24). In 
the present tormula, account is taken ot the basic conductance 
level ot the subject prior to hi. response. In the method used D, 
Schlossberg, the ditterence is round between the square root ot 
conductance 2 and the square root ot conductance 1. 
In determining the adequacr ot this new transformation 
unit, the pre-test reapon •• s ot all tortT-tive subjects were com-
puted. The reason tor empl01ing on11 the pr.-test response. was 
that thes. were the onl, respon ••• given b, all S. under the same 
oonditions. Thua, the introduction ot threat conc.ivably could 
have aftected the distribution ot scores, indicating that the unit 
wal or was not normall, distributed. In Figure 1 the distribution 
ot the obtained soores tor the pre-test situation 1s preaented. I 
appears trom tnspection that tn. distribution rather closely ap-
proximate. the "normal curve". 
I, employing the Ohi square test ot "goodness ot tit", 
it 1s •• en that Ubis distribution ot acores doe. not ditfer 8ignit 
ioantly trom that ot the normal curve (7). The Chi square value 
is $.161, whioh, for eight degrees ot fre.dom, represents a "pH 
value ot approximatel, 0.61. In other worda, the obtained distri-
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DIPPERD'.r MAGlllTO'DES 
bution curve talla well Within the range ot ohance expectancy_ 
InasmuCh as the crIterion of normalIty ot distribution 
has been satistied, it seems reasonable to assume that the scores 
also pos.e •• the characteristic ot additivity: that the units ot 
measurement are equal throughout the entire range ot measurements. 
Theretore, the indlvidual respon.e. mar be combined and subjected 
to further statlstical treatment. 
The first such treatment conslsts of determining whether 
or not there Is adequate independence ot scores with respect to 
their basic resistance levels. Because ot the lack of normality 
ot distributIon and, in all likelihood, lack ot additivity, the in 
dependence obtained with the conductance change, log conductance 
28 
change, and condu'ctance change rat10 methods ot transformatlon Is 
open to seriou. doubt <at least tor the data obtained in the pre-
sent study). Determining the independence ot scores required the 
combining ot score8. 
!be mean response 1n tePma of~aonaU4tan61 661ti11 Patio 
is shown in Figure 2 tor seyen basic resistance level.. The basic 
reSistance levels aotually are mid.polntl. the re.istance level ot 
10,000 ohma embraces all re.ponsel given with balle8 ranging trom 
8,750 to 11,249 ohms.. !he aetul means tor the val'ioua baaies 
(beginning With the lowest basic resistance level) arel 56.35, 
59.89, 48.89, 52.02, 53.34, 48.57, and 51.66. ApplJing a simple 
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Rank-difrerence correlation to these mean PGR responses, a Rho of 
-0.64 il tound. Estimating the value ot "rtt (Rho x 1.04), this 
correlation i8 found to be well within the range of chance expect-
ancy_ Moreover, employing matched groups as this investigation 
does, It is doubtful that independenoe is a necessary condition 
tor proper evaluation ot the data. the subjects are matched on the 
basi8 of their actual reapon.es, regardle.s of their basic resist-
ance levela. It the basl08 remain relatively oonstant, or it there 
is a uniform ohange in basi08 tor the sub-groups (assuming the re-
lationship between baalos and POR magnitude. i8 linear tor the 
transformation unlt employed), then the criterion ot independenoe 
ot basl0' beoome. m.an1ngl ••• _ 
OHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION 
In Chapter one 1t vaa indicated \hat the pre.ent stuq 
lought to inve8tigate a two-told h7Pothelil, the seoond being de-
pendent upon the tirlt. In evaluating the data collected in this 
atudy, the two hypotheses ahall be considered separately at first. 
!he description ot the experlmental procedure In the pre-
vious chapter polnte. out that the Oontrol and Experlmental groupI 
were •• lected trom ~bjectl leoring at or about the mean ot the 
lample Icore. on the loale ot concern tor bo411y well-being. Also, 
the two group I were matched aocording to tnelr PaR response. to the 
four pre-telt Itlmuli. 1f.b1a wal accompli8hed by computlng the meo 
responle of eaoh lubject to the pre-te.t words. Of the fIfteen Ss 
in the original Control group and ten Sa in the Experimental group, 
elght subject. were .elected from each group. These subjects re-
pre.ente. ~. be.t available matChing on the basis of the Individ-
ual pre-te.t mean score.. Thele mean scores ot the selected sub-
jects are given in fable I. Hereatter, all reterencea to the Oon. 
trol group and to the Experimental group anall be to these matched 
groups. In other words# the data derived from these S •• hall be 
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emplored to teat the tirst halt ot the hypothesis ot thia studr. 
In ord.r to evaluate the influence ot the threat situa-
tion. the two matched groups ahall tirst b. compared with each 
other on tne basis ot tn.lr responsos to the test stimuli and the 
poat-test stimuli. It is necesaar,. however, that it be shown 
tha t the two groups do not cUtter significantlY' in their response. 
to the pr .... test stimuli. Aa the tirst index ot this, the lIIeans ot 
the "subject acores" for the two groups may be compared (Where the 
"subject score" reters to the lIIean response of a subject to the 
tour pre-t.st stimuli). !he mean ot the •• scores, shown In Table 
I, tor the Oontrol group is 54.21 tor the ExperImental group, $3.4 
Dr app1rins Piaherts Wt" formula, a value of 0.47 i8 obtained. 
!ABLE I 
PRE-!BS! SUBJEOT-SOORES OF 
MAtOHED CONTROL AND 
BXPERIMD!AL GROUPS 
=== Subject Oontrol Experl. 
a 66.3 70.1 
b 60.1 68.8 
c 58.7 54.6 
d $8.) 52.6 
e 5).7 52.4 
t 52.9 5l.~ g 42.4 40. 
h 39.9 ,36.,3 
Means 54.2 53.4 Variances 67.92 121.78 
Sig1'l18s 8.24 11.04 
7 
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(InasmuCh aa the scores have been matched as close11 asposaible 
from larger samples, the formula employed here is designed for 
testing the significance ot d1fference between the means at corre-
lated pairs of means (7). fo be signifloantly dlfterent even at 
the 0.10 level of confidence .. a tlt" ot 1.895 is required. Hence, 
employing the criterion ot similarity of means tor the two groups 
ot subjects, it ma, be ooncluded that these groups are adequatel, 
matched. 
A seoond criterion of the adequacy ot matching is the 
similarity ot the pre-test variances ot the two groups. Emplo,lng 
the "pH test tor homog.neit, ot variance (6), a value ot 1.80 is 
obtained. Palling 'tar short of the 3.79 value required for the 
0.05 level ot oonfidence, it may be oonclUded that the two groups 
are adequately matched tor this aecond criterion. 
!he tinal test ot the adequacy ot .atching is a con.ider-
ation ot the mean PGR response ot each group to each ot the pre-
test stimuli. In other vords, instea' of comparing the subjeot-
scores, a oomparison ot the stimulus-value. is made (where the 
"stimulus-value" is the mean reaponee of all Ss to a stlmulus wor~ 
The reason tor this ls that it WQuld be possible tor the two group. 
-
to be quite slmilar In thelr general level ot responsivlty (compar-
able means and varianoes) but entlrel, ditferent 1n the pattern of 
their responses. In Table II the mean response to each ot the 
pre-test words ls pre.ented tor the Control and Experlmental groupe 
The means tor the two groups are naturally the same aa found in 
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Table I. The obtained "t" i8 0.78, where a value of 2.353 i8 re-
quired tor the 0.10 level of confidence. 
TABLE II 
MEAN PRE~TEST STIMULUS-VALUES FOR 
CONTROL AID EXPERlMEKTAL GROUPS 
stImulus Oontrol Experl. 
Words Group Group 
Clock 49.4 49.2 
lUgh 48.4 47.3 
Glas. 53.1 55.2 
Love 65.3 61.9 
Group Means I 54.2 53.4 
Value ot t 1. 0.78 
From the.e statistical testa applied to the pre-test re-
spon.es of the Oontrol and Experimental groups, 1 t maY' be conclude 
that tne two groups are not signifIcantly dIfferent in their ini-
tial plychogalvanic respon.e.. An, differences whIch may be found 
in the te.t and post-test aituations, therefore, may be attribut.~ 
to the experimental varIable. the introduction Gf the threat situa 
tion. 
In evaluating the influence of the threat .1 tuation on 
the Experimental Sa, a number ot procedures shall be employed. 
first of thes. is a comparison ot the Oontrol and Experimental 8. 
-:;~ \ 5 fCTht~ during the test 8ituation. All subjects received .. -same stli 
V LOYOLA . 
words In the same sequence, the ExperImental sub ects ~~~.iv'" 
(/8 RAR"'( 
threat situation. !he mean response of each subject is 
resented in fable III, together with the mean of the.e values for 
he Oontrol group and tor the iXperimental group. Employing Fish-
1' t 8 "t" to~a, the difterenoe between the.e two meana i8 found 
o be signitioant at the 0.10 level of oonfidenoe. Such. tinding, 
t GOur •• , i. not highlJ s1gnificant 1n it.elt. Further compari-
ona ot the 8ame type, however, vill be found to yield someWhat 
atFengtheniag the tentative conclulion that the 
breat situation actually dld alter the PGR 1'e.ponsivlty of the 
erlmental aubjecta. 
TABLE III 
TIST-SITUATION SUBlIC!.SOORES 
OF MATOHED OONTROL AND 
EXPERIMD'l'AL GROUPS 
; ! 
Subject control Exper1. 
a 65.) 53.0 
b i3 • .$ .$3.7 
0 0.6 61.1 
d .$6.0 42.7 
e ii-I 43.0 t .1 47.1 
g 46 • .$ 26.1 
h 43.2 41.3 
Meanl 5.3.4- 46.0 
Va.rlanoe. 94.05 96.94-
Slgmas 9.7 9.8 
t = 1.89 
!I :::.1.02 
Although the data ind1cate that the mean response level 
t the Experimental Ss was someWhat altered by the threat s1tuation 
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there is no indication that the variance or responses was atrected 
As shown in Table III, the F ratio tor the obtained data is 1.02, 
a value falling tar short ot the .3.79 required to indicate a dif-
terence significant at the 0.05 level of conrldence (6) .• 
As mentioned earlier, it is important to consider the 
stimulus-values 8. well as the subject-soores. A comparison of 
the ten test mean responses is presented in fable IV. It is in-
teresting to note that the mean reaponse ot the Experimental group 
to each or these stimuli is lower than the corresponding mean re-
sponse or the Control group. In other words, the stimuli conaiat-
entl,. evoked ,malleI' reSp., ••• 8 from the Experimental group tban 
trom the Oontrol group. Moreover, applrlng Fisher's "tH formula 
fABLE IV 
fEST-SITUATION SfIMULUS-VALUES FOR 
CONTROL AID EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
stImulus 
'Worda 
free 
Siok 
Ohair 
Sin 
Flower 
0108ed 
Nolae 
Bospltal 
Sand 
Sex 
oontrol 
Groll, 
Experi. 
Group 
Group M.Ulnss 5.3.4 46.0 
----------------------Value of t Is 4.358 
':r' 
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. 
to the data, the difference between the two groups 1s found to be 
signlflcant beyond the 0.01 level or con.fldence~ (A At" of 311 250 
ls required tor the 0~01 level; ~e obta1ned nt" 1s 4~358.) 
One tlnal teat ot ~he influence of the threat instruc· 
tiona on PGR responses is now presented. The mean pre-test score 
ot each subject Is matched wlth his mean test response. In Table 
V these values are given tor both the Oontrol group and the Ex-
perimental group. In the oase of the Control group, the mean test 
respoDse 1s onl,. slightly smaller than the pre-teat mean, 53.4 as 
against 54.2. Tbe mean test response or tbe Experimental group, 
however, i. oons1derabl,. .maller than the pre-test mean, 46.0 .a 
against 53.4. B1 appl,ing the "t" test to DO~ sets ot data, the 
d1tterenee. ot the two groups are further revealed. For the Oon-
fABLE V 
PRE-TEST AJID DSf RESPONSES OF 
CONTROL & EXPERIMEITAL GROUPS 
Oontrol Exper1. 
Subjeot , Pre-te.t 'fe.t Pre-teat 
66.,3 65.3 a 10.1 
60.1 k3.$ b 68.8 58,,7 0.6 0 54.6 
58.3 56.0 d 52.6 
53.7 ii· l e 52.4 52.9 .1 t 51.~ 43.4 46.5 8 40. 39.9 43.2 h ,36.3 
54.2 5.3.4 Means 53.4 
0.24 t value. 2.)1 
Te.t 
53.0 
53.7 
61.1 
42·7 4.3.0 
47.1 
26.1 
41.3 
46.0 
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trol group a ttttf value of 0.24 is obtained, where the required 
value for the 0.10 level of confidence is 1.895. The ntH value 
tor the Experimental group, on the other hand, is 2.31, indicating 
that the difference between the pre-test and test means is sign1!i 
cant at approximately the 0.05 level of confidence. 
From the foregoing teats it seems reasonable to conclude 
that the PGR responses of the Experimental group were affected by 
the introduction of the threat situation, both the magnitude and 
the pattern of responses being altered., This 'being the case, con-
mideratlon ma, now be made of the responses given b, the two grou 
in the post-teat situation. In other words, the question m.ay be 
posed: i8 there any after-eftect resulting from the threat situa-
tion? In ••• kIng to anawer thIs question, the same statistioal 
techniques ahall be employed as in evaluating the threat situation 
TABLE VI 
POST-TEST SUBJECT-SOORES 
OF MA!OJlED OOftROL AND 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 
Subject Oontrol Experi. 
a 63.5 29.5 
b 38.7 31.1 
c 41.9 53.! 
~ 54.0 45. 
e ~:i 18.4 t 4Z·3 g 56 . .5 1 .2 
h 35.0 35.3 
• Group Means 41.5 ,34.6 
t: 2.107 
p = 1.18 
" 
Ii 
, 
In fable VI are presented the post-test subject-soores 
ot the Control and Experimental grw,ps. Applr1ng the "ttl :fol'llUla" 
a value or 2.107 1s obta1ned, Indlcatlng that the two group. are 
signlficantlr dlt:ferent With respect to their means at almost the 
0.05 level ot oonfidenoe. It mar he noted that tbi. olo.elr cor-
r •• pon4. to ~e 0.10 level obtained wnen comparlng .imilar .oore. 
tor the teat perl04. The post-test reapons.s of the two group. 
alao res.mble the te.t re.pon... in that no signiflcant ditferenoe 
1. obtained When comparing the var1ance. or the two group.. Thus, 
an "1'" of 1.18 is obtainea, tall1ng far short of the value requtl'e 
tor the 0.10 level of oonfidence. 
TABLE VII 
POS'f-TEST SflMULl1S-VALl1IS OP !HE 
CONTROL AND EXPERIME'N'rAL GROUPS 
stimulus Control Jixpel'l. 
Words Group Gl'OUP 
:Sell ~.5 37.0 Afraid .0 .35.2 
Su1.lwal 48.2 27.8 
Ashamed 59.5 45.5 
'White 40.8 28.5 
open 38.6 33.7 
Group Means 47.4 .34.6 
Value ot t i. 5.94 
,,: I : ' & 
Oomparing the 'mean. ot the two groups tor the stimulus 
values, another ditterenoe betw.en the two groups mar be observed. 
one similar to that tound 1n the t •• t 81 tuat1on. As shown 1n 
Table VII, tne mean post-test response of the Oontrol group 1s 
I ~ 
! : 
II 
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mean response of the Experimental group, 34.6. Compar-
yields a "tu·value ot 5.94, a figure well 
4.032 value needed tor the 0.01 level ot confidence. 
"~"~eJ ~8t as in the test situation, the st1muli elicited re-
8igniticantl1 smaller tor the Experimental 
Control group. 
the two groups is made 1n terms 
a_ ... _ ... S Wi thin each group. In Table VIII are presented the 
_ ....... ,. ...... tor each group to both the test stimuli and the 
As indicated, the~ean post-test response of 
group diminiShed trom the mean test respons., 
• Although thi. drop represents a dIfference signiti-
.02 level ot confIdence, it is not clear to what ex-
~BLE VIII 
TEST AID POST-TEST SUBJEOT-SCORES OF 
OOftROL AID EXPERIMD!AL GROUPS 
Experi. 
Subject Test Post-test 
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tent the change may be attributed to the threat situation. The 
reason for this is that the Oontrol'group likewise showed a con-
siderable decrease in the magnitude of responses during the post-
test period, the mean soore dropping trom 53.4 to 47.5. This de-
orease represents a difference signifioant at olose to the 0.10 
level (the obtained "t" being 1.72, with a value of 1.895 required 
for the 0.10 level). Benoe, the result of this teat of the differ 
ence between the two group. in the post-test aituation remalns un-
olear. Nevertheless, from the oomparisons of the subject-scores 
and stImulus-values for the two grou~, it appears aafe to con-
clude that, having experienoed the tor.at situation, the Experi-
mental Ss oontinued to re8pond differently than the Oontrol Ss, 
even when tbe threat was removed. 
Evaluation of InflUence ot Conoern for Bodily Well-being. 
In testing whether or not the degree ot eonoern tor 
bodi11 well-being i8 related to PGR responses in a threat situa-
tion, three groups of' 88 were selected <as indicated on page 24). 
'l'b.e three gz-oups d1ffel"ed in their soore. on the new scale of "Oon 
oern tor Bod!l,. Well-being". The firet group shall be termed the 
"High" group, indioating that the acore of each subject on the 
scale was one sigma or more above the mean of the sample popula-
tion. The second group, known as the ~Mlddle" group, i8 composed 
of' 8s whose scores were at or about the mean. !his group is the 
same that was used in evaluating the effect ot threat, being com-
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paret! with the non-thre.at Oontrol group. The third group, or "Low" 
group:, is made up of Ss having SO.ONa one sigma or more below the 
mean ot the sample population. ~n1ike the first portion of the 
investigation, where the Oontrol and Experimental groups were 
matohed for their scor •• on th.~lewll constructed scale but sub-
jeoted to difterent experimental oonditions, the three groups used 
in this portion ot the study ditt~r in ~helr scores but were sub-
jeoted to thti same experimental condition: threat. 
As in the tirst portion ot the investigation, the Ss were 
matched on the basis ot their mean p~-test responses. From the 
original groups ot ten subjeots eaCh, eight subjeots were assigned 
to each ot the three groups. !he same eight Ss comprising the Ex-
perimental group in the first part of the study oonstitute the 
Middle group ot this seoond portion. 
As in the preoeding discussion, it is necessary to deter-
mine whether or not the groups of 8ubJeots are adequately matohed. 
AgaIn this Is done by comparing the subject-soores of the three 
groups and the stimulus-values ot the three. In Table IX are pre-
sented the subjeot.lcores and means ot the three groups. Applioa-
tion of ana17sis of variance to these Boores reveals no significant 
difterences. Because almost allot the total varianoe is due to 
the ditterence. between the matched indivIduals, the resulting "P" 
value is onl,. 0.15. A comparison of the mean stimulus-values lIke-
wise tails to indioate anT significant ditterences between the 
groups .. the obtained ftF" being only 1.3li.. where a value of 5.79 is 
needed to reaoh the 0.05 level of oonfidenoe (Table X). 
TABLE IX 
PRE-TEST SUBJECT-SCORES 
OF MATOHED GROUPS 
Subject High Middle Low Group Grou.p Group 
a 10.2. 10.1 83 .. 8 
b 63 .. 2 68.8 74.3 
0 58.2 54.6 54.7 
d 53.7 $2 .. 6 51.2 
e 52.2 "2.4 50.5 
f 51.1 51.~ 46.1 
g 42·t 40. 37.9 h 40. 36.3 31.6 
Means 53.9 53.4 54.5 
P = 0.15 
!ABLE X 
PRE-TEST STIMULUS-VALUES 
OF MATCHED GROUPS 
Stimuli High Middle Low Group Group Group 
Cloek 49.8 49.2 41.6 
High 48.9 47.3 54·2 
Glass 54.9 55.2 51.1 
Love 62.3 61.9 64 • ., 
Means "3.9 53.4 54.5 
F = 0.19 
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In evaluating the test situation sUbject-scores of the 
three groups, analysis of variance again tails to indicate any sig 
nificant differences, the "F" value being only 0.43 (Table XI). 
This would seem to indicate that all three groups were equally 
affected by the threat instructions, or equall, unaffected. How-
ever, analysis of the stimulus-values of the three groups does in-
dicate a difference. !he obtained "P" {3.79} indicates a differ-
nee signifioant be"ond the O.oS level (Table XII). 
'.fABLE XI 
DST SUBJEOT-SCORES 
OF MA TOBED GRO'O'PS 
structions 1s the comparison of the decreases from the levels of 
e-test responses. In Table XIII the mean pre-teat and mean test 
sponse of eaoh group i. presented. It ahould be noted that the 
atest drop in response magnitude is found in the High group, 
seoond greatest drop in the Middle group, and the smallest 
TABLE XII 
TEST STIMULUS.VALUES 
OF MATOHED GROUPS 
High Middle 
stimulus Group GrQ\lP 
= 
Tree 49.1 42.8 
Sick 44.2 46.6 
Chair 4.2.3 ,38.5 
Sin 51.9 58.,3 
Plower 45.1 4S.6 
Olosed 42.8 $J..3 
Noise 40.1 42.1 
Hospital ,32.9 38.1 
SanCt ,30.2 )6.5. 
Sex 53.8 59.5 
Means 43 • .3 46.0 
F-=.3.19 
hi 1 ; • 
Low 
Group 
49.8 
48.6 
44·7 49 • .3 
47.0 
~:§ 
46.9 41.3 60.5 
47.8 
in the Low group. Moreover, applying Fisher's 
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"t" test to 
means ct each group, the mostlignitieant ditterence occurs 1n 
High group. the least significant in 'bhe Low group. More spe ... 
ca117, the level of contldence tor the High group 11 beyond 
J for the MIddle group, beyond 0.05; and tor the Low group, 
nd 0.10. 
TABLE XIII 
MEAN PRE-TEST AND !EST BESPONSE~ 
OF MATCHED GROUPS 
High Middle Low 
Group Group Group 
Pre-test mean: 53.9 53.4 54.5 
Test mean: 4.3 • .3 46.0 47.8 
t. 3.65 2 • .31 2.11 
Although the ~bject-scores of the three groups show no 
significant d1rferences, this comparison ot the decreases in PGR 
response levels indicates that very likely the~e is a definite re-
lationShip between the degree of concern for bodily well.being and 
the degree to Which the threat situation atfeot~ PGR responses. 
Comparison of the post-test responses of the three group 
reveals results sim.11ar to those found in the test situation. In 
the first place, the differences between the mean subject-scores 
tall far short of significance. As shoWJ:l in Table XIV, the "pttt 
value 1s less than 1.00. Secondly, as in the test perIod, the d1f 
terences between the mean stimulus-values of the groups do prove 
to be stati8t1cally signif1cant. With a "FH ot 9.1, these difter-
ences are 8ignificant beyond the 0.01 level (Table XV). 
TABLE XIV 
POST-TEST SUBJEOT-SOORES 
OF MATOBED GROUPS 
Subject High M1ddle Low G:roup Ol'OUP Group 
a 27.5 29.5 58.7 
b 34.9 ,31.1 56.8 
c 47.6 53-i 40.0 d 45.4 45. .32.6 
e 40.9 18.4 45.9 
t .$0.2 47.3 26.4 
g 34.0 16.2 34.~ h 29.6 35.3 45. 
Means ':;8.8 .34.6 42.6 
p,: 0.858 
TABLE n 
POS'f-TEST STIMULlIS -VALUES 
OF MATOHED GROUPS 
High Middle Low 
stimulus Group Gl'OUp Group 
Bell 40.) 37.0 37.0 
Afraid 40.6 35.2 43.3 
Subwa, 37.2 21.8 40.9 
Ashamed 46.2 45.5 49.7 
White 35.~ 2B.5 43.2 Open 32. 33.1 41.5 
Means 38.7 34.6 42.6 
'=9.1 
One tinal test 1. to be made in evaluating 
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the post-test 
reapon.e. of the three groups. the com.parison of the mean test and 
mean post-t.st reaponses of each group. Aa indicated in Table XVI 
. 
the mean poat-teat response ot eaoh group was lower than its cor-
responding t.at response. Where.s the difference between means ia 
significant at the 0.02 level of confidence for the Middle group, 
the difference. for the other two groups are Significant only at 
approximate11 the 0.10 level. Inasmuoh as the same comparison for 
the Oontrol group in the first half of the stu.d,. fielded a differ-
TABLE XVI 
MEA1i TEST AND POST-TEST RESPONSES 
OF MATOBED GROUPS 
E 
High Middle Low 
Group Group Group 
'lest mean: 48.3 46.0 47.8 
Post-test mean: 38.1 34.6 42.6 
t: 1.81 2.95 1.81 
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ence significant at almost the 0.10 level .. it is quite possible 
that the ditferences obtained here are ~e to the nature of the 
stimuli emplored in the post-test situation, the slightl1 greater 
decrease in response level of the Middle group simply representing 
the Influence of sampling error. 
Even if the decrease in magnitude of responses during 
the post-test period is ~e to the stimulus words emplored, the 
faot "mains that the stimw.us-valutls tOJ! the three groups are 
significantly different. It ma7 ~e eonc*uded; therefore, that 
there Is some residual ot the threat period. 
CHAP'rER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was two-fold: first, to learn 
whether the introduction of a mildly threatening situation affects 
the PCR responses of subjects and, second, if threat does alter 
PGa responses, to dete~ine whether the amount of influence is re-
lated to the degree to which the individ~al apparently is concern-
ed with his physical well-being. Because of this two-fold purpose 
the investigation may be considered as consisting of two parts. 
Prior to the actual investigation, however, it was necessary to 
~stablish some criterion of the degree to which an individual is 
concerned about his bodily well-being. 
Assuming that the individual who is more concerned about 
his well-being will also express more interest in his bodily func-
tions or complain of more physical defects, a scale of fifty-seven 
items was constructed from the items appearing in the MMPI. On 
the basis of the distribution of scores on this scale by a sample 
population of 215 male college Freshmen, the subjects used in the 
actual experiment were selected. Three group~ of subjects were 
selected, representing three levels of lIconcern!l: high, middle, 
and low. The Middle group was divided into a Control group and an 
48 
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Experimental group, these two groups being employed to determine 
whether or not the introduotion ot threat affeots PaR respon.e. to 
other atimuli. 
All Ss were given a list ot twenty-six stimulus words 
during the experimental s8ss1on, their PGR responses to eaoh word 
being recorded. the firat six warda, however, constituted "butter' 
stimuli, the respon.e. to theae .timu1inot being used in the actu-
al evaluation of the data. All Sa reoeived the stimuli in the samE 
sequenoe. A. the unit of PaR m.asureDl.n~a new transformation 
method was employed, the unIts apparently satistl1ng the basic re-
quirements for retined stati.tic81 analysis. 
Eight 5s were .eleoted trom the ContrOl group and trom 
the Experimental group_ !hese subjects were matehed in terms of 
their reapon.e. to the first tour stimuli. The two sub-groups re-
presented the best available matching in terms of means and vari-
ance.. The following ten stimulus words were presented to the 
Experimental subjects in a threat sl~.tionJ to the Control aub-
jects without threat. The threat oonaiated of instructiona to the 
aub jeot that, inasmuch as the amount ot eurrent used in the record .. 
ing instrument was to be varied, he might feel an electric shock. 
An additional apparatus va. introduced during-this period to re-
inforce the threat situation. 
In comparing the responses ot the two groups to these 
ten stimulus words, it was found that the magnitude of responses 
given bY' the lSJcperimental group was considerably lower than that 
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gi"en by the Oontrol group. This is not to sa, that all Experimen -
al Ss ga"e amaller responses than their matohed Control Ss, or tha 
they all gave smaller responses than thai did to the stimuli pre-
sented prior to the threat situation. but rather that the general 
trend of the Experimental group ~a. to give smaller responses in 
the threat situation than they probaOll; :~:-.)'!1C' have given had there 
not beem the threat. Although the means of the responses of the 
Experimental subjeots generally were smaller, and although the 
pattern of responses to the stimuli appears definitely to have bee 
altered, the varianaG of the Experimental group was not so affecte 
rollowing the threat situation, the Experimental subjeot 
were gi veil an add! tional six stimulus words. The~ Control group 
llkevise reoeived the.e stimuli. Again there was a decrease in 
the magnitude of responses given br the Experimental group, a de-
crease considerably larger than that found in the Control 'group. 
Again, the pattern ot respon.e. of the Experimental group was Sig-
nificantly difterent trom ihat ot the Oontrol group. It mal be 
concluded, theretore, that the introduotion of threat not on11 al-
ters PaR response., but that tbis influence persist. even after 
the immediate threat has been removed. 
In the second portion ot the investigation, the Experi-
mental group used in the tirst halt was matohed with the High grou 
and vi th the Lov group. All three gl'oup. reoei ved the same 8 tlmu1 
in the .ame .equence. All three groups received the threat .itua-
tion The diftered onl 
i 
I 
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ph1sical well-being. The same matching procedUre was used as be. 
fore, witn eight subjects being assigned to each group. Statistic 
al anal,sis revealed no significant difference between the three 
groups prior to the introduction ot threat. 
During the threat situation the response means of all 
three groups showe4 a considerable decline. Although no signific-
ant difterence was found between the groups, all showed decreases 
that were significant when compared to the responses given prior 
to tne introduction of threat. Moreover,. if the difference betweel 
the Oontrol group and Experlmental group may be accepted as a true 
difterence, then the aim11arit1'ot the three groups in the second 
portion ot the stud1 would strongly suggest tnat the diminished 
veaponse. resulted trom the introduction of the threat Situation. 
In addition, the greatest decline in response level was found in 
the High groupJ the smallest decline occurred in the Low $roup. 
!he importance of this finding is turther substantiated by the 
fact that the most significant difference between threat respon.e. 
and pre-threat responses occurred in the High group, the lea.t 
significant in the Low group. Consequently, although the differ-
ence. between the responses of the three matohed groups was not 
statisticall l Significant, there is strong evidence that the affee 
of the threat situation was related to the degree of conoern mani-
fested b1 the subjects. those with the greatest concern were most 
affected, thoBe with the least concern were the least affeoted. 
In other words. those subjeots with tne least measured concern 
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most ol08e17 approached the response level of the Control subjects 
employed in the first half ot this study. subjects not receiving 
the threat instructions. 
Again, all three groups showed a diminished response 
level to the stimuli presented following threat: diminished trom 
the level of the threat respon.... Like the reaotions elicited 
during the threat period, no significant ditterence was tound be-
tween the three groups d.'u.rIng this P08_t-thre~t perIod. The values 
of the stimuli, however, were signifioantly difterent tor the 
three groups (as they were in the threat s1 tuation). Thus, onoe 
again the threat situation apparently left its mark, this time 
after the threat had been removed. 
-Oonclusion. 
In oonclusion it may be said that the apprehension of 
threat not only is capable ot evoking an immediate bodily reaotion 
but that the delicate physiological meohanisms of the body are up-
set to a greater or les.er degree even when responding to stimuli 
other than the threat i tselt. Even a threat so mild as that used 
in the present investigation is capable ot disturbing this deli-
oate meohanism. Moreover, onoe the ph7siological responding mech-
anism i8 disturbed, it does not re.411, return to its normal stat& 
Furthermore, one ot the factors influencing the responses of the 
person in a threatening situation i8 the degree to whioh he Is 
concerned about his bodil1 welfare. It naturally is to be expecte 
I 
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that other racto~s will influence suCh physiological reactions in 
a th~eat situation. It seems onlr logical to conolude, however, 
that the greater the significance that a threat~nlng situation hae 
for an individual, either beeauae of his apprehension of the threa 
or becaul. ot the degree to which he is concerned about his ph1si-
cal well-being, the more disrupting will be a threatening situatiol 
of the mental and organic functioning of the person. It 1s obvi-
oua, therefore, that the establishment of rapport i8 essential in 
any atud1 involving sensitive recording of the ph,siological re-
sponse mechanisms of the bodr_ 
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APPENDIX 
SOALE OF "COXCERX FOR BODILY WELL-BEING" 
I have a good appetite. (False) 
My hand. and fe.t are usuall, warm enough. (False) 
There a •• ma to be a lump in my throat muoh ot the time. (True) 
.I have diarrhea onoe a month 01' more. (True) 
I am ve1.7 seldom t.roubled by cOllstipation. (PaIse) 
I am troubled b,. attaoka ot nausea and vondt1l'lg. ('!rue) 
I am bothered 01 aold stomach several t1mes a week. (True) 
I have a cough moat of the t1me. (TNe) , 
Much of the time m, head .eeu to hurt a;tl over. (T:rue) 
Once a week or oftener I feel auddenl, hot allover, without 
apparent cause. (True) 
I am in just as good pbJalcal health aa most of' m, friends. (False' 
I am almoat never bothered b, pain. over the heart or in ., 
chest. (pal.e) , ~ . 
Parts of mJ body otten have f.elings 11ke burning. tingling, 
orawling, or like "going to sleep." (True) 
I have had no difficult, in starting or holding ., bowel move~ 
ment + (Pal.e) . 
I hardly ever feel pain in the back ot the neck. (False) 
I am troubled by dl.comto~ in the pit of m, .tomach e'YeP1 tew 
days or ottener. (!~e) 
I have little or no troubJp with m, muscles twltchins or'jump-
ing.. (Pal.e) . 
There seems to b. a fulln... 1n my bead or noae moat ot the 
time.. (!ru.a) 
Otten I fe.l .a 1f there were a tIght band about m, head. (True) 
I bave a g~eat deal ot stomach trouble. (True) 
I have never vomited blood or coughed up blood. (Palse) 
I do not worr, about oatching dIseases. (False) 
During the past tew years I have been well most of the time. (Fal.~ 
I have never had a tit or convulsion. (False) 
I am neither gaining nor losing welght. (False) 
The top ot my head sometimes te31a tender. (True) 
I do not tire quickly. (Pal.e) 
I have never had a ta.inting :Ji1',,11. (Palse) 
I seldom or never have dizzy spells. (False) 
$7 
I can read a long while without tiring m1 eyes. (False) 
I feel weak allover muoh of the time. (True) 
58 
I have very few headaches. (Fals.) . 
Sometime., when embarrassed, I break out in a sweat which annoys 
me greatly. (True) 
I have had no difficulty in keeping My balance in walking. (False) 
I do not have spells of har fever or asthma. (False) 
I have never haa any breaking out on m, akin that has worried 
met (Pal •• ) . 
I ha~dl1 ever notice .y heart pounding and I am seldom short of 
breath. (Palse) 
My neck .pots with red otten. (True) 
I haYe numbness in one or more regions of m1 skin. (True) 
My e,.sight is as good as it haa been for rears. (Palse) 
I do not often notice my ear. ringing or buzzing. (False) 
I am troubled b1 attacks of nau.ea and vomiting. (!rue) 
I have never been paralyzed or had anJ unusual weakness. {False} 
Someti.es 1 voice leaves me or changes even though I have no 
cold. Tru.e) 
I have no trouble walking. (Paise) 
I do not dread .e.ing a doctor about a sickness or injury_ (False) 
I have had no diftioult, Itarting or holding my ~ine. (False) 
I have to urinate no more otten ~an others. (Fal.e) 
I have never noticed &n1 blood in ., urine. (Fal •• ) 
I b.lieve ., lense of smell 11 aa good as other peoplets. (False) 
There i. something wrong Wi th IllJ .ex organa. (TN.e) 
I practicall, never 'blush. (ral.e) 
I am not afraId of picking up a 41 •• aae or germs trom door 
knobs. (Fal.e) 
I am not bothered bJ a great deal ot belching of gaa trom mJ 
.tomaoh. (False) 
M1 mouth fe.l. dr1 almo.t all the time. (True) 
MJ skin seems to be unusuall, sensitive to touch. (True) 
I have never had any black, tarry-looking bowel movements. (Palse) 
APPENDIX II 
TABLE XVII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE DATA OF TABLE IX: 
PRE-TEST SUBJEOT-SCORES 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Squares F 
Between oolumns 5.18 2 2.59 0.15 
Between rows 3341.48 7 477.35 
Rows by columna 232.57 14' 16.61 
Total 3579 .. 23 ',.23 
-
,,-
TABLE XVIII 2 ' 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANOE OJ" mE DATA OF TABLE X: 
PRE-TEST STIMULUS-VALUES 
. 
Source ot Variation Sum. of Squares d!' Mean Squar$a F 
Betw.en columna 2.42 2 1.21 0.19 
Between rows ,361.53 .3 120.51 
Rowa b1 columns 37.69 6 6.28 
Total 4°1.65 11 
59 
60 
TABLE XIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE DATA IN TABLE XI: 
TEST SUBJECT·SCORES 
Souroe o! Variation Sum of Squares d! Mean Squares F 
Between columns 81.66 2 40.83 0.43 
Between rows 1269.60 7 181.37 
Rowa by oolumna 1302.,51 14 93.04 
Total 2653.77 23 
TABLE XX 
2 • 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE DATA IN TABLE XII: 
TEST STIMULUS-VALUES 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares d! Mean Squa~es F 
Between columna 102.12 2 $1.06 ' 3.79 
Between rowa 1098.13 9 122.01 
Rows b'1 columns 242.77 18 13.49 
Total 1443.02 29 
61 
TABLE XXI 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF !HE DATA IN TABLE XIV: 
POST~TEST SUBJECT-SCORES 
Source of Variat! on Sum of Squares df Mean Squares F 
Between columns 252.96 2 126.48 0.86 
Between rows .641.75 7 91.68 
Rows by oolumns 2062.51 14 147.32 
Total 2957.22 23 . 
/ . 
TABLE XXII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE DATA IN TABLE XV: 
POST-TEST STIMULUS-VALUES 
Source of Variation Sum o:f Squares df Mean Squares F 
Between columns 191.28 2 95.64 9.12 
Between rowa 300.96 5 60.19 
Rows by oolumns 104.80 10 10.14-8 
Total 597.04 17 
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